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 General MIDI is an industry standard for music hardware and software. It is a software-implemented subset of SysEx,
providing tools to simulate the use of hardware devices without actually having the devices present. Multitrack MIDI

RecordingThe MIDI Multitrack Recording Control allows you to record simultaneously multiple tracks for multitrack MIDI
recording. The MIDI Multitrack Recording Control allows you to simultaneously record up to 24 tracks. Each track can have its

own MIDI inputs, MIDI output, or both. Create sophisticated multitrack sequences for playback on MIDI controllers, synths,
and sequencers. Visualize MIDI multichannel recordings in an easy-to-use graphical user interface. The MIDI Multitrack

Recording Control's easy-to-use visual user interface makes it perfect for beginner and intermediate users. Use your mouse or
keyboard for MIDI recording on up to 24 tracks. Record MIDI files by name, creating patterns automatically for the specified

tracks. Use the Multitrack MIDI Recording Control to record musical instruments in stereo. Use the Multitrack MIDI Recording
Control to record and play music simultaneously with your favorite external software sequencers. Visualize your MIDI tracks in

the Multitrack MIDI Recording Control's graphical user interface and access the tracks' MIDI data directly. Choose MIDI
output format from the Multitrack MIDI Recording Control's output format dialog. The output format can be a.wav file, a.midi

file, or a.w64 file. Choose a MIDI output device in the Multitrack MIDI Recording Control's output device dialog. Use the
Multitrack MIDI Recording Control as a general MIDI output device. Use the Multitrack MIDI Recording Control as a general

MIDI input device. Visualize and control each MIDI track in its own MIDI track dialog. Trigger tracks individually or
simultaneously by using the track pop-up menu. Jump to any MIDI track with a single mouse click. Automate MIDI recording
with the Track Recorder. The Track Recorder lets you trigger and record MIDI track events. Use track-based or instrument-

based loop points to easily record large numbers of MIDI tracks. The Track Recorder lets you create any number of random or
user-defined loop points for the tracks you record. Create loop points in any pattern you wish and then immediately save them

as patterns, allowing you to quickly record 82157476af
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